and come with a universal coupler for attaching to equipment with various hydraulic flow ratings. Additionally they can be hydraulically angled 30 degrees left or right. For in depth information please contact Pro-Tech at www.protechcorp.com.

**Rite-Hite Fan's**

Rite-Hite Fan's new Fan-Commander™ Control Station lets users control up to 18 Revolution® HVLS fans, maximizing the energy savings and comfort they deliver. The new touch-screen Fan-Commander™ control station is intuitive and easily programmed adjusting the speed of Revolution HVLS fans to match winter and summer conditions. During winter, the correct fan speed produces even temperatures from floor to ceiling for proven energy savings and increased employee comfort. An automatic and accurately controlled fan speed in summer results in a cool breeze when it’s needed most. With the Fan-Commander, users can optimize the year-round performance of strategically located Revolution HVLS fans throughout a single facility, maximizing the energy savings and comfort they deliver. For further information visit Rite-Hite Fan at www.ritehitefans.com.

---
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